Introduction.
The principal purpose of this paper is to give a negative solution for the problem of Borsuk and Jaworowski [3, p. 164 ],1 that is to say, in §4 we prove that Begle's example [2] shows that the homotopical stability of points is not invariant under Cartesian multiplication (Theorem 4). In §2 we investigate set-theoretic properties of the joins of spaces. The relation between our problem and the join is also described in §2 (Theorem 1). In §3 homology groups and fundamental groups of the joins are considered.
2. Set-theoretic properties of the joins. Throughout the paper all spaces are finite complexes (= finite polyhedra) and nonvacuous, unless the contrary is explicitly stated. The equality between two spaces implies they are homeomorphic. Definition 1. Let A and B be spaces, their join A * B is the space obtained from A XB XI by identifying each set of the form a XB X1 with aEA and each set of the form AXbXO with bEB, where / denotes the interval Og/:gl. Let either A or B, say B, be vacuous, their join is A itself. Let either A or B, say B, be a point b, their join will be called a cone A of the base A and the vertex b. Let either A or B, say B, be the (ra -l)-sphere Sn_1 (ra^l), their join will be called an n-fold suspension of A.
Under the identification q>a*b, A and B may be regarded as subsets Proof, (i) Let h: AXBXI^BXAXI be a homeomorphism defined by taking h(a, b, t) = (b, a, 1-t) and let ij/=o3B»Aho}2}B. It is easily checked that \f/ is a 1:1-transformation. Proof. In the first place we assume that both A and B are arcwiseconnected. From Lemma 2 and the assumption complexes A XB, A XB, and A XB are arcwise-connected.
From Theorem 1 of [7, p. 177] and Lemma 4, wi(A *B) =ti(k(A XBKJA XB)) is a factor group of the free product iti(k(A XB))Owi(k(A XB)). Since iri(AXB) iri(A Xb) and iri(AXB) ^iri(aXB), tri(A *B) is a factor group of tti(k(A Xb))Oiri(K(aXB)), where a, b are fixed points of A, B respectively. It is easily seen that each closed path of k(A Xb) which passes K.(a, b) and n(a, b) are homotopic in the cone u>A.B(A XbXl) relative to *c(a, b). Since each generator of iti(k(A Xb)) is null-homotopic in A *B and the same is also true foriri(K(aXB)), then wi(A *B) «unity. In the next place we assume that either A or B, say A, is arcwiseconnected. Let Remark. We may propose an analogous problem for the stability of points owing to Hopf and Pannwitz [4] . From Theorem 6 of [4] , the boundary relation for the join in §3 and Theorem 1, we can deduce;
For homogeneous complexes the stability of points owing to Hopf and Pannwitz is invariant under Cartesian multiplication.
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